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GARLIC and ROSES I
By DAFFY DILL

To fill these valuable lines with
chatter,
notes onarouses
sOCiety,
a feeling
and worthless
of guilt
in the heartless Daffy Dill.
To
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resort
to stories
pertaining
to touranything else
but that
eventful
nament would be sacrigous, but
what more can be written than that
which already crowds the limited
confines of these narrow, choked
columns?

Hilltoppers Get First Meet
In History Of State
Circuit

In spite of all else that has been
written, we can not help but to
mention the fact that this ' novel
tourney will be a gala affair, worthy
of anyone's time and pennies-regardless of pressure. Squeeze hard
and be there. As a final resort,
sell your text books in an effort to
garner the necessary sheckles to
see the games. After all-.
Pete Booker, professional gridiron
luminary, and Wop Corum, have
merged with Daffy Dill in the organization of a "Share Your Date
Society" for young men. This
movement defies competition of any
other such organizations--it makes
upton Sinclair's "Epic Movement"
look like a two-cent piece in purpose.
'nl1s organization is not a proposed secret fraternity, and complies with all statutes of Western
.state Teachers College.

w.

Young men-whose- dates are attractive (or homely)-are eligible
for membership. InCidentally, men
dating the former type of young
ladies are first considered for membership.
Prospective m e m bel's
should consult Pete Booker, president and secretary-treasurer, or
Wop Corum, second vice-president.

-

- ......

Doris's pride and feelings for
Jake were shattered.
Our tall,
handsome stooge could give no clues
, as to the outcome of Jake's partiality toward Gin.
After Annetta Dixon had gone
and used up her every effort and
influence to keep her good (?)
friend Foy Thompson out of our
columns, he crudely retailiated by
proving himself an ingrate.

S. Fuqua, Head of B. U. Commercial Dep't.

Good bookkeepers and accountants
are made, not born, and Mr. W. S .
Fuqua, head of the Commercial
Department of the Bowling Green
Business University, has had a vital
I part in making thousands of them.
Mr. Fuqua is a Tennessean and
still makes trips back to his
old stamping ground every chance
he gets.
His parents were S. B. and Mary
Ida Holmes Fuqua.
of Western Teachers College
Part of Mr. Fuqua's early educational training was received in
the public schools of Clarksville;
later he had a number of private
teachers in his home; and still later he attended Quarles Private
School and Cumberland City Academy at Cumberland City, Tennessee.
leaving school Mr. Fuqua
Events Deckert' For Thurs- hadAfter
varied experiences as a salesman and a bookkeeper. Mr. Fuqua
day, Friday ~nd Satoften relates to his classes an interesting anecdote of his bookkeepurday Nites
ing days. It seems that Mr. Fuqua
made his numbers so sm!lll that:he
Bowling Green dance frequenters once
spent two days trymg to dlSWill receive their fill of danCing
this week-end, beginning Thursday cover wh.at was wrong wit~ a
night, when Dale Stevens and his cranky tnal balance only to fmd
S. S . Leviathan Orchestra will pre- in the end that he had added a
sp~ck. of dirt in wi~h his totals,
sent a program of dance music in thmkmg
it was the flgure one.
the Japanese Lantern Ballroom.
In October of 1905 Mr. Fuqua
On Friday night, the Red and
Gray orchestra will provide music entered the Bowling Green Business
for a dance to be given in the Arm- University and was with that inory. This dance will be one of the stitution as student and teacher for
most colorful ever to be held in this three and a half years. His next
city, in that it will indicate the step was to accept a position as
formal opening of the renovated commercial teacher in Dunsmore
Armory. Among the distinguished Business College, Staunton, Virguests who will be present for this ginia where he remained for three
occasion will be Governor Ruby years.
Soon after this Mr. Fuqua reLaffoon, of Kentucky, and Governor
turned home to the Bowling Green
Paul V. McNutt, of Indiana.
On Saturday ni~ht, the Red and Business UniverSity and has been
Grey band will appear in the Jap- with it ever since.
In 1920 Mr. Fuqua was married
anese Lantern Ballroom, to provide
music for the official Tournament to Miss Laura Jane Cantrell of
Dance. The members of both cage Greensburg, Kentucky. Mr. and
teams playing in the final game of Mrs. Fuqua now live in a thoroughthe tourney will be the guests of ly modern bungalow on Elm street.
Mr. Fuqua is Past Eminent Comthe promoters of the dance, and
will be admitted free of charge.
Continued on Page Six
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Cliff Cox, after several attempts
at the love racket, has succeeded to
gain favorable consideration from
Kay Laughlin. He seems extremeE. H. Canon, Registrar
ly fond of the young lady, and can
be seen ushering her about at all Registrar E. H .Canon wa.s boJ.:l).
time..
.
in Calloway county, near Murray \
Kentucky to W. S . Canon and Mrs.
To return to the tournament, we Mary Francis Canon. (The latter
might add that our boys Will ap, deceased a number of years ago.)
preciate any cooperation from all of
Mr. Canon received his primary
us. (Incidentally, why not a little and secondary education in the pubcooperation from the intelligencia? lic schools of Calloway county, and
They might refrain from forcing later graduated from Western Kenstudents to recite during this ex- tucky State Teachers College when
citing week-as an act of pre5er- the hilltop institution was rated as
vation of those precious/ vocal a junior college.
chords.)
In 1924 the registrar of Western
had the Bachelor of Arts degree
Well, now that we have taken a conferred upon him at the Unistand in support of a noble and versity of Kentucky. He returned
worthy cause, and have taken care to the State University in 1925, at
of routine business, we can go on which time he was a warded a Maswith a more evil phase of our ter of Arts Degree.
ouriculum; penning a few notes
Mr. Canon occupied the office as
picked up during the past few days. high school prinCipal for several
years, five years of which were
Jake Sutherland - the rascal- spent in this capacity at the Finchlearned the price a bigamist pays ville High School, in Shelby county,
for his fickle tendencies and negli- Kentucky.
gence on the party of the first part
Mr. Canon has held his office as
-or party of the second part.
registrar at Western since 1925, following his graduation from the
Valentine's Day brought only University of Kentucky with the
misery to Jake. Having courted the Master of Arts Degree.
On two occasions he was honored
equally as attractive Misses
'n
the Kentucky Association of ColBaldwin and Doris Price wit
equal amount of ardor, Jake
'~
' Continued on Page Six
hard pressed for a solution to
love problems.
Jake bought Gin Baldwin a box
of candy, and presented her with
the same. In the meantime, Tuddy
Gardiner had reserved another box
of candy fop Jake, which potential
box was to have been given to
Doris.
Tuddy-the scoundreltactlessly sold the reserved box, so
poor little Doris had none.

TOURNEY
TO INOPEN
THURSDAY
GYM
OF LOCAL SCHOOL

JTOPPERS MAKE
IT FIFTfENTH
STRAIGHT WIN

Take Murray, Tennessee
Poly tech, And Mid die
Tennessee in S. I. A. A.
Tilts.

Annetta had sprained an ankle
in an automobile accident, so her
capacities were temporarily
(Most fortunate, with
Day dance scheduled
. Annetta--broad
soul-asked Foy to go
, of course, he had
. He did so, and agreed
at her side as a spectaBut alas, not five minutes aftheir arrival at the Japanese
Anne Beasely's alluring
charms attracted the handsome AI-

BY JOSEPH RAPCHAK
The Western Hilltoppers shattered
a pretty good record held by the
Murray Thoroughbreds at Murray
on February 12, by setting back the
Purchase cagers to the tune of 44
to 24.
Murray had the distinction of
having scored an average of 50
points per game on their home
court until the Hilltoppers added
no laurels to the Thoroughbreds'
unmarred feat. Whether the Western boys had known beforehand of
the record held by the Thoroughbreds has not been learned. In any
event pre-game statistics had no
effect whatever on their game, as
they ambled on leisurely to wrest .a
victory from the hands of thelr
mander of the Bowling Green Com-

Continued on Page Six

Continued on Page Six
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ThisWeek's• Paper Brings
•
Free Diamond Tickets
Again this week students' names
have been picked at random from
both schools and placed in the
advertisements of this issue of the
Students' Weekly. Look over the
ads and see if your name appears
and in the event it does, tear out
the ad in which it appears and
bring it to the News and Students'
Weekly office on State street and
you will be given two tickets to the
Diamond Theatre for tomorrow's
show. These tickets are good for
either the afternoon or evening
performance.
Russell Masters, manager of the
theatre, states that an unusually
attractive program will be presented Thursday.
The picture, in
which the new screen find, Frank
Morgan, makes a complete success,
is "There's Always a 'I:omorrow."
In addition to featuring Frank

Morgan, the picture is important in
that it brings Binnie Barnes, celebrated British star, to American
audiences. The picture deserves
particular commendation because
of its wholesomeness and light
comedy.
Students' Night Tonight
Charlie Powers Will again present
the weekly feature of the theatre
in Students' Night this evening.
Mr. Powers has gathered more
talent for this show and will present his usual entertaining program. The Red and Grey orchestra Will provide sinctillating music
in addition to the individual acts.
This night is open to anyone of
"show" or entertaining talent and
it is requested that any individual
who is desirous of appearing on
the program should get in touch
with Mr. Powers.

NEW ARRIVALS IN SPRING SUITS.
Featuring the Short
Bi-Swing Jackets The Long Fitted Coats

S79~o SI6S0

Navy, Grey, Po 'W d e r •
Blue and the Assorted •
Tweeds

GOY MJNUTT TO
S,PEAK ON HILL
FOR EXERCISES
I

Washington's Birthday To
Be Fittingly Observed
Friday
Elaborate plans were completely
formulated at Western State Teachers College for the extensive program to be held at the hilltop institution on February 22, Washington's birthday, in the spacious
Physical Education building.
An expected audience of more
than 8,000 Will attend the Washington's Birthday program, it was announced by officials of the school
on Monday afternoon in presenting
the complete program for the day.
The main address will be delivered by Paul V. McNutt, Governor of Indiana, one of a number
of distinguished visitors who will
be in attendance for the outstanding occasion.
The exercises will be held in the
Physical Education Building of the
college, and the general public is
invited to attend. There will be
no admission fee charged. All who
find it possible are urged to be
present for this educational program.
9 :30 a. m.-Program by the Western State Teachers College band of
100 pieces (one of the largest college bands in the south).
10:00 a. m.-Song, "America," by
the audience.
Greetings from College Heights.
Selection by Western Girls' Glee
Club of 32 voices.
Patriotic program by Western
College Chorus of 200 members.
10:30 a. m .-Patriotic program in
the form of a tableau in colorful
costumes, given by the Training
School, Rural Demonstration .Behool
and the Physical Education Department.
11 :00 a. m.-Address by Paul V.
McNutt, Governor of Indiana.
Selections by Men's Glee Club of
22 voices.
Song, "Star Spangled Banner," by
the audience.

I

BRASS FOUNDRY AT
T. P. I. LEVELLED BY
FLAMES ON MONDAY

The Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic Conference Basketball Tournament for 1935 will be held in the
attractive Western Kentucky State
Teachers College gymnasium, with
the opening schedule to begin at 4 :30
p. m. tomorrow afternoon .
This tourney is the only one of
its kind to be held as an annual
event in the state of Kentucky. It
is the only tourney of this nature
which brings together in competition teams from all sections of
Kentucky, and promotes closer relationship between the teams participating. Especially will this array of basketball talent be well
received by Bowling Green fans,
since this will be the first such
tournament to be staged in this
city.
Eleven state institutions will send
their basketball teams to Bowling
Green to strive to eliminate their
foes, in quest of the championship.
The teams to be represented are:
Georgetown, Berea , We s 1 e y an,
Transylvania, Morehead, Union,
Murray, Louisville, Eastern, Centre
and Western.
Congratulatory letters and telegrams were received by the official~
of the hilltop institution from the
coaches and athletic directors of
the large number of colleges and
and universities to be represented.
Dr. H. H. Cherry issued a formal
greeting and invitation to all basketball enthusiasts" cage teams, and
their respective staffs in the pn'gram prepared for the tournament.
"The Athletic Committee, Board
of Regents, faculty and students of
Western Teachers College, as well
as the citizens of Bowling Green,
Join me in welcoming you to the
1935 K. I. A. C. Basketball 'rournli.ment. It is our earnest desire that
this great gathering of Kentucky
teams and followers be as nearly
perfect as it can be made," said the
president of the hilltop institution.
It has been said by experts that
the program for this event is more
elaborate and extensive than any
other such program presented heretofore. The administrative force of
the athletic department have taken
care of every possible accommodation for the host of cage fans to be
on hand for the occasion.
It is estimated that more than
3,000 fans will be on hand for this
gala array of the cage sport, and
it is highly probable that the 5,000
seats in the Western gymnasium
will be occupied during most of the
play-offs.

------

B. U. ORCHESTRA
GOING STRONG
DICK MATTHEWS LEADS
The new B. U. orchestra. under
the gulding hands of Dick Matthews
is rapidly Swinging into shape
The orchestra plans to give th i
first chapel program in about tb c
weeks, and will probably give a special program for Easter. They a40
have several dance engagel:lents
tentatively arranged for, but n o announcement has yet been made as
to the dates.
A trumpet player wlli be added to
the orchestra this week, but so far
a trombone player has not turned
up. Any student able to squeeze a
tune out of a trombone should report to Mr. Matthews in Chapel
Hall on either Tuesday or Thursday
night and he will be given a tryou~

The brass foundry at Tennessee
PolytechniC Institute at Cookeville,
Tenn., was destroyed by fire Monday afternoon and the loss is estima,ted to total $30,000.
Windows of the nearby science
buildIng caught fire and the laboratory equipment at that side Of the
structure was damaged by the heat.
Some damage was also done to iii
power plant near the foundry.
The foundry was a frame building
and was erected in 1918 for use by
soldiers trained in the Students
Army Training Corps Unit maintained a,t T. P. I. during the World War.
Taff~ta

and Crepe

Blouses $1.98
PlaIn and Solid Color

GILMAN STILL REPORTER
The correction of a possible mistaken impreSSion left in the article,
concerning the addition of James
Atherton to the Students' Weekly
staff at the B. U. in last week's
issue of the paper should be made.
The article unintentionally left
the idea that John Gilman was no
longer connected with the paper.
Mr. Gilman is still a representative since he and Mr. Atherton are
now working in conjunction.

\
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ARE SLATED NEXT
SUNDAY ON HILL

Rev. Father Hill, Dr. Houze
And Rabbi Rauch To
Be Heard

University Inn Contest
Mr. Charles Kibbons was the winner this week in the University
Inn's contest. Mr. Kibbons was preThe Rev. Father Raymond G. Hill,
sented with a box of candy.
assistant pastor of st. Joseph's Catholic Church; the Rev. Dr. A. B.
Houze, pastor of the First Christian
Patronize Our Advertisers Church, and Rabbi Joseph Rauch of
Louisville. will deliver addresses at
the local Brotherhood Day program
Sunday at Van Meter Hall at
Western Teachers College.
JUST REMEMBER
The program will begin at 2:15
o'clock
with a concert by the WestFOLKS!
ern Band under the direction of Dr.
R. D. Perry. The program will be
THIS IS
under the general direction of the
Rev. Dr. Paul Shell Powell, pastor of
BOWLING
the State Street Methodist Church.
The Rev. Father Hill will speak on
GREEN'S
the subject, "The Spirit of Tolerance;" the Rev. Dr. Houze will speak
on the subject, "The Spirit of Protestant Christianity" and Rabbi
Rauch will deliver his address on
the subject, "An Approach to Spiritual Amity."
The program has 1H!en planned "To
promote justice. amity and understanding among Protestants. Catholics and Jews, thereby rendering it
less difficult to jointly strive to promote the peace and the moral and
the spiritual welfare of mankind."
• . . Anything from Trombone
011 to Typewriters!

From High School
By LOTTA INNOCENCE

Students of Western State Teachers College will automatically be excused from classes on Friday morning, February 22nd, because of the
large number of students scheduled
to appear on the extensive Wash4:30.
Bridge was played at five tables ington's Birthday program.
In all probability regular Friday
and prizes were won by Misses
afternoon classes will not be con"Betty Davis and Harriet Stickles.
ducted, to further carry out the ob. Those present were:
servation of the great American
MISSES
Dorothy Elrod
Camilla Brashear statesman and President's birthday.
Evelyn Thomas Harriet Stickles
"Boy, oh boy. That was some
Dorothy Holmes Madeline B~tson
blonde with you last night. Where
Mary Adams
Doris Gardner
did you get her?"
Betty Davis
Emilie Holland
"Dunno. Just opened my billDorothy Davis
Margaret Roemer
fold-and there she was."
Laura W. stout
Janell Farris
Nancy Matthews Marie Donnelly
Martha Gardner
Eliza C. Cuthbertson
Katherine Topmiller
At the conclusion of the games
the hostess served a salad course.

THE RUN·AROUND
Harriet Stickles should just claim
one-half of the Bowling Green High
School, so that the remaining 299
might have the right to speak of
it once in a while.

SUI T S
FOR SPRING

PROF. DICKEY TALKS
ON GREEK TRAGEDY

The students of the Bowling
Green Business University had the
rare privilege Monday morning· of
hearing Professor L. T. Dickey relate in a thilling manner the great
tragedy of Oedipus Rex by Sophocles, the master of all Greek tragedy.
"All tragedy," said Professor
Dickey, "is based, not on the suffering of an animal or a god, but on
the suffering of a man." He then
proceeded to illustrate the almostperfect manner in which the Greeks
handled tragedy by telling the
tragic story of Oedipus Rex, the
man doomed from birth to kill his
father and marry his mother.

Frames • Koda!( Finishing

FRANKLIN'S
STUDIO
Phone 212

Don't you wish Fred Siddens
would come out of the Cradle Roll
and give some of the girls a break
by asking them for dates?-

Full Details At The

UNIVERS.ITY
INN

It used to take "Dot" Davis forever to drag herself over to the
B. U. for classes, but now to go "Is
a plear-Bure". Wonder why?
Lotta Innocence has learned that
the advertising of Margaret Roemer
did lots and lots of good but-not
for W. Oates. Congratulations!

We Deliver - - - - Phone 9128
GRACE HILLIS PATTON

st.

The K. I. A. C.
Tournament

WESTERN

EVERY
SATURDAY NITE
We will give a worthwhile gi~t
to some person who has made a
purchase in our Inn during the
week. At 7:30 be there and see
if you're the fortunate one!

930% State

WIN

FREE!

---0-

STORr'

NOW! . INTO

Or close friend WJuid appreciate one of our .nodern portraits of yourself!

One of the most elaborate and
entertaining social functions of the
season was the bridge party given
by Miss Ermine Neate at her home
on Magnolia avenue Saturday afternoon February 16 from 2 :30 to

DEPARTMENT

"55 Steps From The Square"

ASwee :heart

WESTERN TO HAVE
HOLIDAY FRIDAY

Miss Neate Entertains

"STUDENT

MAX B. POTTER

efforts into the task.
Plans are alr~ady under way for
the erection of a new building.

S(Q)(Cnetty ~Inldl N(Q)tte~

20, 1935

Wednesday,

And Then .••

(Coy Hibbard is entitled to 2 Free Tickets to the Diamond,
Thursday)

Make it a point to come down and visit us. We have
every facility of a modern and complete drug store
... from a small gift item or magazine to a thorough
prescription department.
"OUR LATCH S'l'RING IS OUT"

Callis Drug Co.
936

Phone 6

Stat~

Street

James Young had a date with an
old flame Sunday nite but his
thoughts were somewhere else Nice going, Ermine.
The Seniors believe that Laura W.
stout makes more progress at the
B. U. than she does at High School.
Marian Cherry and her "old
flame", Johnnie lPerkins, are seen
together quite a bit lately -Emilie,
beware - looks like you're "Out in
the Cold Again."

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

We'll See You at the Tournament in a

'T OWN CLAD
Famous for Style and Value!
"Town S -t
Clad"
U S

MURRA.Y HOSPITAL
BURNS TO, GROUND

PHONE

,

--

Origin Fire Unknown; Re·
. building Plans Are
Under Way

705

(Not In Directory)

MURRAY, Ky. - While mysAND LOOK YOUR
tery shrouded the origin of the
fire which Sun day had conBEST FOR THE
verted the William Mason Memorial
K.I.A.C. TOURNAMENT! Hospital here into a mass of smouldering ruins, Dr. W. M. Mason president of the institution, announced
that plans for rebuilding would be
launched at once. The loss was estimated at $150,000.
Starting in the basement, the
flames roared rapidly through the
building by way of a waste chute as
staff physicians, nurses and volunteers worked frantically to rescue
the 42 patients, all of whom were
Bowling Green's Newest and
taken safely from the building.
Finest Cleaners
Hospital attaches crawled on
224 Twelfth Street
hands and knees in smoke filled
rooms to find the oatients and lead
"It's the Vogue ... To Have
them from the flames. A group of
Vogue Clean It!"
C.C.C. boys, hospitalized for mea••_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ sles but only slightly ill, threw their

T aUored of DunbuTy W oTsted,

V.OGUE

Cleaners

Built·ln, hidden qualities that mean extra
value to you. Dis'tinctively styled, expertly
tailored from Dunbury pure worsteds.
Stripes, overplaids, checks and plenty of

I

You Can See ifs
You

will feel

if's
A

preIty

~
~
shoe !hot feels good

Of! ....

lis

good IooIcs CIfId fiNe

It IS one 01 the

ilia.(

yOU

sIIoe. well .ode to ~
edo _
CIfId .no va&...

.....

Sear 8toRd ............. -

.". tI.e bett place to . . lOW JI.oa
(Helen Dickey is entitled to 2
Free Tickets to the Diamond
Thursday).

TO

Marathon

For Foot ComfoTt

SZ·'8

,

~

~

if

~

Glove-like fit in blucher styies
with plain or straight tips!
Fine black calf leather construction. Sizes 6-11. Leather

solea. tubber heels! Values!

,

CONGRATULATIONS
To You Coach on your fine 1935
K. I. A. C. Squad!

\~

Men's and Young

Men'~

Dress Trousers

·Z·98
Brown
and
White

(Ma.y Williamson is entitled to 2 Fl"'e Tickets to the Diamond,
Thursday)

J. L. DURBIN AND CO.
~

Thia soft, flexible felt fa in creat
demand thla IIpring. In llpt
trre)'ll, tans and filbert brown
with narrow matched band.
TIwW. G Mamthoft Itn' floul

~

N ~ Stripes I Checks! Pl"insl

It's time for Spring Suits
and we have an unusually
new, complete line.. Tailored to an ultra - college
smartness in all the popular styles.

It's Good."

Men'.OXIOrds
~

?

"11 You Buy It At Martins'

A smartly styled

z~
ff

feet. B.t ....s

~ ".".e - it Is a good

"H yeT-Quality"

~ull eut, aplendidll _tailored from the

IImarteat fabrics. Made to wear, ano
wear I Slacb for youn~ men, regu
lars for more conservative men
Rlues. oxfords, tans, greys. brown·

(Aneta Dixson is entitled to 2
FI ee Tickets to the Diamond,
Thursday)

HANDMADE TIES

Wednesday, February 20, 1935
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SEASON TICKETS FOR
; ! 6 - - - - - - - - - - ; ! 6 , TOPPER STARS ON
HONORS LIKELY
TOURNAMENT ON SALE I
SITE OF K. I. A. C. TOURNEY .
~
~ PAST ALL-TOURNEY
TO BE BORNE BY
TEAMS SINCE '26
TOPPER CAGERS
E

Western And Centre Favored
To Meet In Final Game
On Saturday Night

Season tickets for the K. 1. A. C.
basketball tournament are on sale
at bursar's office at Western Teachers college.
The price of the ticket, which is
good for all ten games, is $1.50,
while single admissions have been
set at 40 cents for any session other
than the final session, and 75 cents
for admission to the championship
game.

BY JOSEPH RAPCHAK
In the first period of the K. I.
A. C. tournl'.ment, to be opened on

I;!6

L. T. Smith

Twelve Western Men Have
Been Named On Nine
Teams

~

I

~~s~ies, ab~~rr~nunf;~~sit;ea~~ *-~-----------*
Louisville, Transylvania, Morehead
and Eastern will witness the first
stages of the annual cage classic
from the bleachers.
On Thursday afternoon, at 4
Murray
and Kentucky
o'clock
Wesleyan will tangle in the inaugural tussle.
According to reports of the dopsters and "downtown prophets," Murray should best
the Wesleyan cagers.
Berea will
display its wares
against Western on Thursday night
at 7 :30 o'clock in another first
round court battle. On the basis of
games lost and won and the number of points compiled the Hilltoppers should prove themselves
supreme and finish bearers of eligibility to compete in the second
round play-offs.
Union holds a slight edge over its
first round opponent, Georgetown,
and is favored to pull through the
first round encounter on Thursday
night at 8:30 o'clock. Dopsters predict a toss-up and a game worth
watching.
The curtain will be raised for the
second round of this epic-making
tournament on Friday afternoon, at
3 :30 o'clock, with Transylvania and
the University of Louisville being
the combative elements. Both teams
drew byes in the first round of
the eliminations, and should provide a satisfactorily interesting contest for the large number of fans
expected to pack the hilltop pavillion. Both teams are comparatively weak in competitive standing,
so the competition should be keen.
Morehead and Eastern, who also
drew first round byes, will vie for
honors on Friday afternoon at 4:30,
immediately following the Transylvania-Cardinal tilt. Although neither team has proven itself a serious threat to upper berth teams in
the league standing, E?.stern is most
likely to turn out second round
survivors.
At this stage in the tourney, interest will rise in big time fashion,
when Centre, one of the most
dreaded K. I. A. C. cage outfits,
will grapple with the winner of the
Murray-Wesleyan tilt. Under any
circumstances Centre
has been
doped out to bear the honors when
the encounter will have ended.
Friday night, at 9 p. m., the
winners of the Western-Berea and
Georgetown-Union battles will have
it out. The winner of the WesternBerea tilt should take either Union
or Georgetown with little trouble.
unless one of the latter outfits
proves a "dark horse."
The colorful climax to this eventful tourney will take place on Saturday afternoon, when the semifinals will be played off. The winner of the Transylvania-Louisville
game will meet the winner of the
Centre-Murray 01' Wesleyan game
at 2 o'clock in the first semi-final.
In another semi-final affray, the
survivors of the Morehead-Eastern
tilt will meet either Berea, Western,
Georgetown, or Union. In all probability it will be Western or Berea
who will cope with Mirehead or
Eastern.
The finals will be called at 8
p. m., on Saturday, in a dramatic
finale to this eventful affray of
basketball competition.
Western
and Centre or Murray are most
favored to meet in the finals, with
the Hilltoppers holding a slight
edge over the Colonels and the
Thoroughbreds.
Old lady to Librarian: "I'd like a
nice book."
Librarian: "Here's one about the
Cardinal."
Old Lady: "I'm not interested in
.P~J~glun."

Librarian: "But this is a bird."
Old Lady: "I'm not interested in
his private life, either."

Patronize Our Advertisers

Jumbo

I

The above is a reproduction of Western's spa c i 0 us gymnaSium,
where the K. 1. A. C. Tournament is to be held. The seating capacity
of this modernistic gymnasium will accommodate 5000 spectators.
It's outside dimensions are 124 by 225 feet with a floor area exceeding 80,000 square feet. A beautiful swimming pool 120 by 60 feet is
located at the rear of the building. In addition to the large basketball courts, the building has ample room for Class-rooms, offices, practice rooms and quarters for the R. O. T. C. unit of Western.

j

Western's impressive basketball
recor~s, past as well as present, are
well mdicated by the number of
men placed on the nine All-Tournament teams selected thus far.
Of the nine All-State teams
selected since 1926, Western has
placed 12 men on top of the honorary teams, having failed to rate
representatives in 1930-31.
In 1926, Pap Glenn of Western
was placed on the All-Tournament
team. Teddy Hornback and J. D.
Walker earned themselves a berth
on the honorary team in 1927.
Arnold Winkenhoffer, present football coach of Western's Training
school was honored with a position
on the 1928 team, while Edgar
Stansbury, also affiliated with
Western's athletic department at
present, held down a place in 1929.
In 1932, Orlie Lawrence and Tom

L. T. SMITH
L. T. Smith, head of Western's
Industrial Arts Department, is the
school's representative in the S. 1.
A. A., being senior vice-president.
He is vice-president of the K. 1.
A. C., and takes care of problems
related to the conference in this
district.
Mr. Smith's aptitude in his respective pOSition as vice-president
of the athletic organization is indicated by the fact that he has taken active interest in athletics for a
large number of years. His anayltical capacity and impartiality in
his problematical decisions make
him a man respected by all state
and S. 1. A. A. institutions.

Patronize Our Advertisers

CLEVELAND, Ohio - Gentlemen,
do you possess the qt!alities listed
below? Yes? Then you are the
idols of forty young Cleveland business women, who created a composite of their ideal man. You are,
under the below circumstances, a
paragon of feminine attraction, a
modern god of love. Below are
listed the qualities essential to the
"Ideal Man."
He must have a winning smile,
high moral standards, needs not to
be handsome, must have a sense of
humor, love children, be able to
support a family, and he must be
deserving of respect always.

Besides prodUCing an unsurpassable brand of gridiron flashes the
University of Alabama has' contributed numerous players to the
major league baseball teams.
Among those whose names will
appear invariably on the big league
lineups are: Riggs Stephenson, Ben
Chapman, Joe Sewell, Luke Sewell,
Fred Sington, Derrill !Pratt, Ike
Boone, Ernie Wigard, Jack Hayes,
while Dixon Howell will probably
make his debut next summer.

DANCE
At The

Japanese Lantern Ballroom
Tllursday Night, Feb. 21st

FRESHING

Dale Stevens and His S. S. Leviathan's
Hours 10 Till 2 :80

--------------------------------

"WHEN I COME OFF
THE RINK. tired. I want a
Camel. Camels have a way of
taking the load off my shoul.
ders. And I've found that I can
smoke all I want and still
keep my nerves healthy
-when I smoke Camels."
<Si&ned) P. THOMPSON
Scar of Chicqo Black Hawb

\

"LIFE IN COLLEGE is a busy one," says John Cowdery, '38. "Take my case, for example: I have a leaning
toward dramatics, and spend every minute possible
studying the drama and playwriting, in addition to the
work required by my general course. On top of that, I
have a job that takes up three nights a week. So you
can see my time is pretty full. I get tired ... feel •blue'
sometimes when my energy is at a low ebb. Then a
Camel sure does taste good! It's really swell how Camels
bring me back. Although I smoke them all the time,
Camels have never made me feel nervous."

"WHEN I WENT TO
COLLEGE. I switched to
Camels. I found that smok·
ing a Camel when you're
tired somehow makes you
feel fresher .•. more alert.
And what a grand taste
Camels have ... so mild and
appealing!"
(SigDed)
MARGUERITE OSMUN

(Signed) JOHN COWDERY, '38

TUESDAY
lO:OOp.m. E.S.T.
9:00p.m. C.S.T.

-

Bottled By

Dr. Pepper BoHling Co.

801 Kentucky st.

Phone 149

6 No-Breaks

Script $1.00
Young Girl (at church): Sonny,
It's a good band and the Opening Tournament Dance ••. You
is Mass out yet?
can't afford to miss it!!
Sonny: No ma'am, but your hat's
on crooked.
...........................................................1

starring Walter O'Keefe, Annette Hanshaw,
Glen Gray's Cas a Loma Orchestra over coast - to - coast
W ABC-Columbia Network

Everywhere

1/

--Music By--

ON YOUR RADIO!
YOU'LL LIKE THE CAMEL CARAVAN

AND RE-

One of the most pretentioUS and
complete programs for the K. I. A.
C. basketball tournament ever
compiled will be available for the
K. I. A. C. clash starting tomorrow.
Comparative scores in tournaments gone by, winning teams, all
tournament stars, pictures of present contenders and a large fund of
other information will be found in
the program.
Spectators will find it a very valuable asset in the entire meet and
as a memento of the event it
should prove invaluable. It is
planned to sell them for the very
nominal sum of 10c each.

OPENING K. I. A. C.

Cola"

LIGHTFUL

EXCELLENT PROGRAM
COMPILED FOR 1935
K.!.A.C. TOURNAMENT

Be Sure To Attend The

"IDEAL MAN" SELECTED 'BAMA GRIDDERS
BY CLEVELAND LADIES
IN PRO-BASEBALL

"A Super

.. IS DE-

Hobbs, both of Western, made the
tournament team. Western ran
away with the laurels in 1933, and
placed three men, Hardin, Hobbs
BlU~ Hickman, this being Hobb's
s~ond appearance on the honored
list.
On the final team picked in 1934,
Hickman and Hardin, this year's
ma.instays at Western, were awarded well-earned positions on the AllTournament team.

8:00p.m.M.S.T.
7 :OOp.m. P.S.T.

THURSDAY
9:00p.m. E.S.T.
8:00p.m. C.S.T.

9:30p.m.M.S.T.
8:30p.m. P.S.T.

THE

C'I""nT....rn"T1'"" ..

WEEKLY

WESTERN'S UNDEFEATED K.I.A.C. CAGERS

~
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WESTERN TEACHERS

------------------------------------------------------------------* *----------------------------

*I

CLUB

--------------------------------~

Present Members of Western's

"w" Club

Top row, left to right: Garner, 'Prewitt,

Mercer, McGowan, Jackson, James, Snell, Sego, Jaggers,
I 'IMutchler, Drennan.
Second row, left to right: Waddell, Walker, Cliff Cox, Teborek, S tarks, Shuck, Goodman, Skibiorski,
.
Meacham, Yeksigan.
Third row, left to ri2'ht: Niman, Donaldson, Ausley, Goranflo, Har-din, Floyd, Cobb, Baggett, Johnson.
Bottom row, left to right: Coacl Diddle, Fitchko, Van Meter, Hammock, Poland, Booker, Butler, and
Coach Jess Thomas.
Several members were absent at the time of the taking of t he picture.

standing, left to right: Paul Twitchell (trainer) , Carl Lamar (guard), Buford Garner (forward) ,
Max Reed (guard), Shirley Ayers (forward), H. Y. Davis (forward), Garland Garrison (forward), and
Coach Diddle.
Sitting, left to right: Brad Mutchler (center), John Reckzeh (forward), Elmo Meacham (guard),
Bernard Hickma.n (guard and captain), Harry Hardin (forward), Emmett Goranlfo (center) , and
Covert Routt (center).

JAP BASEBALL TEAM
GYM,'IDEAL SITF
COMING TO AMERICA
FOR TOURNAMENT
WINN'Eft,OF SCRAP
.
N
Y
WITH ROWAN FIVE All Convemences
ecessar

COLlEGE HIGH IS

College High School closed its
home season Friday nigh!t; by swamping Breckenridge Training School of
Morehead .Teachers College, 36 to
11, with Hardin Cherry and. Jesse
Roland showing the 'Way with 29
points between them.
The Cardinals took an early lead
and lengthened it as the game
progressed, the period scores being
8-2, 18-6 and 30-9.
The largest crowd to witness a
high school game here this season
attended the game, played in the
college gymnasium.
The lineups:
CoUere m (36) Pos. (11) Morehead
Cherry (15) ....... li' .... (4) Johnson
Cmlth (5) ........ F ......... Calvert
Roland (14). ..... C ........... Davis
Robinson .•.•....• G. • . • •• (4) Hogge
Sanson ••••••••••• G .•..•• Pritchard

Substitutes: College High - Allen
(2), Grise, Carlyle.
Morehead~y (3), Holbrook, Fitch. Referee
~tanabury, Western.

Will Be Present

All necessary and essential conveniences have been provided for
the spectators who will witness the
K. I. A. C. tournament games by
members of the athletic department.
Telephones can be found in the
athletic office, at the northern end
of the gymnasium. It has been requested that the phones should not
be used except in cases of extreme
necessity.
Tickets for the tournament may
be bought at the athletic office.
A smoking room has been made
possible at the northern end of the
gym, upstairs. It has also been requested that no one smoke in any
other place in the gymnasium.
Drinking fountains will be found
at the northern end of the gymnasium, on the west wall, near the
athletic office.

i!!<

Sign on Theatre: "Mae West in
'Ain't No Sin.""
Sign on church across the street:
"'Tis, too."

I*

YOKOMAMA, Japan - Japan's
first professional baseball team has
sailed for an invasion of the United
States.
The squad Qf 18 players is mostly
the same as the Nippon All-Stars
who furnished rather poor opposition for the recent Japanese barnstorming tour of Babe Ruth's big
league stars. They plan to play 70
games against Pacific coast professional and semi-pro teams.

I

BRIDGE COURSE FOR
0 : Did h e propose?
"She laughed when he sat down
U: Yes, but not what you t hink. -but when he started to play-"
HIGH SCHOOL URGED ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-=~~
CINCINNATI "And children,
whatever you do, don't trump your
playmate's ace! "
.
This may be heard in Cincinnati
classrooms if recommendations to be
made by Robert J. Martin, bridge
instructor for the Public Recreation Commission, are followed.
Martin suggests a course of bridge
as part of the new high school
curriculum.

WESTERN QUARTET IS
HEARD BY ROTARIANS

"How aoout a lOss, honey?"
"No, I have scruples."
"S'aU right. I've been vaccinatThe Varsity Quartet of Western ed."
Teachers College presented a pho"Why the toothbrush in your
gram of musical selections at the
weekly meeting of the Rotary Club coat lapel?"
"It's my class pin-I go to Collast week at the Helm Hotel.
The quartet is composed of Dual gate."
Rudolph, first tenor; Mack Houston,
second tenor; C. O. Evans, first bass,
"What's a Grecian urn?"
and J. E. Wood, second bass.
"Not very much, sir."

I;'
~•

"Sex Appeal".
. . . "It," personality or whatever
you call it is largely a matter of
neat appearance. Check it next
time and see!

-

Phone 197
For Service.
-RepresentativesJAKE SUTHERLAND, W. K. T. C.
JOHN CECIL, n. U.

Econoany Dry Cleaners
F. E. MASSEY, Mgr.

109 Thirteenth Street

Uncle "Ed"

-----------

WESTERN, )VE HOPE YOU WIN THE K. I. A. C. 'rOURNAMEN'r

THE NEW 1935

GOOD LUCK, WESTERN,
IN THE TOURNAMENT!

Kentucky Maid
Gasolene
INSURES REAL ECONOMY

WEARE

Conveniently
Located
lor those visits before and after
each game ••. so come over ..•
all the bunch will be here!

TASTY MEALS
•••• prepared. under the most
sanitary conditions.

TIP TOP
EAT SHOP
Phone 614 for Delivery

Coach E. A. Diddle of the Western Hilltoppers, has been affiliated
with the athletic department of the
hilltop institution for a long number of years. During this course of
'time, he has succeeded in producing athletic teams which have
proven themselves formidable, having won championships in basketball and football on a number of
occasions.
Mr. Diddle is respected by the
entire student body and a host of
business and professional men, besides the large number of men who
come in contact with him in his
capacity as athletic coach.
His
outstanding characteristic is his
immaculate sense of fair play. He
is an advocate of good sportsmanship a.nd is ever willing to sacrifice
victory to uphold the standards of
high morality and fair play, characteristic of his teams since his
first year at Western.

EIGHT REASONS FOR ITS SUPERIORITY:
(Will Tom Mitchell is entitled to 2 Free Tickets to the Diamond, Thursday).

1. DEODORIZED

DRINK

fNLQ
Manufacturers of BIG CHIEF SODAS

COCA-COLA BOTTLING
WORKS
Incorporated
Comer Sixth and Kentucky Streets

Enabling quick get-away and constant availability of needed power.

2. PERFECTED COMBUSTION

6. MAXIMUM POWER

Reducing carbon, carbon monoxide gas and
increased motor efficiency.

Making possible hill climbing and sudden
heavy power requirements without excess strain
on motor.

3. QUICK STARTING

7. MAXIMUM MILEAGE

Saves the drag and strain on battery and
starting system during the winter months.

All these improved characteristics accomplished without decreasing the usual maximum
mileage for which our product is known.

4. DECREASED WARM-UP TIME
Minimizing the necessity of chOking which
causes crankcase dilution.

A New Year

"The Pause That
Refreshes the Nation!"

5. FAST AND SMOOTH
ACCELERATION

Refined a.nd purified to eliminate the objectionable odor of gasolenes.

8. ANTI-KNOCK VALUE
(

Increased to meet the demand of all types
of high compression motors.

A New Budget •• A New Need •• Real Economy

In keeping with the time and the need we bring you a new product that will keep you
enjoying each mile of the New Year. Extensive testing and research have provided a
new gasolene. New or improved in 8 different ways. Comparable with the best on the
market. Why not test it for your own satisfaction? NEW KENTUCKY MAID is marketed entirely through local dealers.

YOU BE THE JUDGE!!
COMPARE THESE EIGHT POINTS WITH ANY PREMIUM MOTOR FUEL AT TWO
GENTS PER GALLON HIGHER PRICE

BOWLING GREEN REFINING CO.,

Incorporated.

20 1936

Wednesday,

ON LY MIN 0R CHAN GES Ithree minor changes 'in the gridiron CORECOS HAVE TRYOUTS
I code for 1935, including a. modifica.MAD E IN GRID RULES \tion of the so-called "dead ball" FOR '35 DEBATING TEAM
rule to permit a ball-carrier who is

The Kind Of

SHOE
REPAIRING
THAT YOU CAN
DEPEND UPON!

Ladies' Heel Taps
Ruhber or Leather_

Page Five
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-still on his feet, even though held
The Coreco debating organization
NEW YORK - The National by an opponent to run pass or kick
held a tryout Friday afternoon for
Football Rules Committee, follow- untU the whistie is bl~wn.
the purpose of selecting the official
ing its annual meeting Sunday,
Coreco debating team for this
announced the adoption of only
year.
Twelve students were candidates
No Easter Holidays
President Harman announced in for the honor of representing the
B. U. chapel last week that there Corecos. Three of this number
will be no Easter holidays this year. will be chosen, and will comprise
the team.
The names of those selected is not
Your Headquarters During the
as yet known.
K. I. A. C. Tournament!

"The Old Standby"

CALL 1,000
TRUNKS MOVED

BLUE CAB CO.
HELl\l HOTEL

H.D..HARDY

Welcome Tournament Fans To •••

MORRIS & FOX
"THE HALLMARK JEWELERS"

DIA~IONDS

WATCHES
JEWELRY

JEWELRY REPAIRS
WATCH AND
OPTICAL WORK

"Reasonable Prices For Reliable Jewelry"

SPRING
And One Of These

FROCKS
Go Hand in Hand!
Priced
At
Only
(Mrs. Pauline Gee is entitled to
2 Free Tickets to the Diamond,
Thursday)
We know that every college girl
will adore one of these smart
new frocks. Jacket and onepiece styles in the dominant
"Spring Navys" of triple sheer
materials and beautiful printed
crepes. You really should see
them!

C!:!~COMPA!S:
409 Park Row-Througll to Tenth Street

Lois.Glyn Schoo I
of BEAUTY CULTURE

HERE 'N THERE
By THE PROWLER

Wop Corum has turned out to
be a chauffeur - Wop distributed
quite a number of boxes of candy
on Valentine's Day . . . Sam Allen is
entertaining Blondy Chase these
days - Sam and Blondy are King
and Queen in the forthcoming
sophomore play . . . While Coxie
is taking advantage of Sam's leave
[of absence at the Dickey residence
on Chestnut street . . . I have an
idea that Coxie could go for Helen
in a big way . . . Tom Pollard is
back with us again after a year's
absence ... Al Goodman is having
a time of it - He became involved
in something like a quadrangle last
week - with three women -and
got his stories mixed - He has gone
to Dick Scibiorski, tlie master lover,
for advice and aid in rearranging
his dates for future reference . . .
Precious Pritchett and Wop Corum
were lovers - and mighty good
friends - until they both became
interested in Blondy Chase - then
something a little short of a brawl
followed . . . "Zona" Gale Lake
spent the week-end in Tompkinsville - visiting with one of his
girls ... Lyle Sherrill and dormitory
girl were apart for two hours on
Saturday afternoon - Lake avers
that Sherrill made the following
statement: "I like to pick them
sweet and innocent looking - so
that I might do all the talking"
. . . . Bill Elliott has purchased a
new joke book - with 1,000 new
conundrums in it . . . One of the
Cooper twins was driven to distraction when he lost a five dollar bill
- He retrieved a five dollar bill last
year that had been lost by a young
lady - when he discovered who lost
it, he went and had the thing
changed into five ones - he counted them out to the lady - one, two,
three. four, - and he held on to
the fourth one - wonder why?
..
Mr. Linehan seems to have been
taken to Louisville and all points
south . . . Martha Robinson has become his manager . . . Charlie
Banks gives Chris Randolph a big
rush on spurts . . . John Colle and
Mimo Hancock have us puzzled But it couldn't be . . . Dean Wilson is John's best pal - and Mimo's
. . . . I wonder who trailed Virginia
Houze on Sunday afternoon? . . .
According to one of the members
of the "secret, outlaw organization,"
they are a more secret organization
than ever - even I can't keep up
with them ... Red Terry to Charlie
Hall quote: "Please, Charlie, can't
you 'leave a man alone when he's
in love - I'm serious" . . . Frank
Moore, Bowling Green product, is
giving Miss Edwards
a slight
thought these days.. . Buddy
Garrison has flated away again incidentally, Buddy has a secret
crush on that little Elizabeth Stevens - and so has another individual connected with this paper . . .
Jim Thomas has caused many complications for Hal Link where Irene
Grove is concerned ... Pete Trimton wanted privacy on Saturday
nlght-.so he sent Lascoe and Collie
to the show - he spent the evening
burning incense and spraying the
room with Lascoe's shaving lotion
. . . Rolly Moore has bought for
himself a new car - things are
somewhat different this year - and
a car is a necessity - in order to
derive full benefits . . . Abie Hoback seems to be cutting in on Tom

•Rabold says:
You'll sure want to look right
for the tournament so if it's
anything from a new cravat to
a smart tailored suit . • • see
"Rabold!"

SAL E .•.

$1 69

Eagle
Shirts.

Three for
$4.95

Avenue Shirts $1.50 Each

OMPLETE courses in all
branches of Beauty Culture. Individual instruction on
live models. For those who
want the best in training it
pays to attend an accredited
school of Beauty Culture.

C

I

NEW ,TERM
Begins Monday, March 4th
MEl\IBER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
BEAUTY CULTURE SCHOOLS
12;~

State Street

Bowling Green, Ky.

ARROW SHORTS

6Se

or Two
for $1.25

Rabold,' s

1935 Silk Hose for the Ladies
Shoes - Men's Wear - Hats

We issue all you basketball fans
a cordial welcome to drop in and
see us at anytime during the
tournament this week-end.

ROCHE, NOTED AUTHOR,
EXPIRES AT HOME AT
PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
PALM BEACH, Fla. - Arthur
Somers Roche, the author, died at
his home
here Sunday of a
heart aUment. He was 51 years old
and had been ill only two weeks.
Born in Somerville, Mass., Roche
was a graduate of Boston College.
For a few months he practiced law
and then went into newspaper work.
His fiction writing career began in
1910.

Win the
Tournament
Western!

Pearson Drug Co.
"WE'RE IN BUSINESS FOR YOUR HEALm"

Phone 34

--

Main at College Streets

A ONE-STOP STATION FOR THE

Students' Convenience

Private memorial services were arranged today at the home, with
George Creel asked to deliver the
eulogy. Burial will take place in
Castine, Maine.

I

Beasely was heard to say that she
felt a. lot older -what a difference
a day makes - in case you can't
tell • . . . White is still giving them
back to the Indians ... Joe Rudus
tells us that girls prefer parlor
dates . . . T. E. Jones is rushing
Glorine Deen these days.

Welcome K. I. A. C. Folks

MAKE THIS
PLACE

Shoe
•Shop WESTERN
LUNCH ROOM

"On the Square"
902 state Street

Charlie ordered HUdegarde not to
give Happy any of her candy
Bill Horn was seen jumping back
yard fences - nothing like keeping
in trim . . . Slick Gregory is being
bothered by women asking him for
dates . . . Did Top stand up Anne
- or was it vica versa? - Ann

- I S THE-

MARTIN SERVICE
IBtJl and
I Phone
STATION Center
1077
Sts.

9 1 < - - - - - - -- - ---91<

Pert Pat Sports
A Pert Curl

*____________ *

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
ATLAS
TIRES

ATLAS
B&TTERIES

-

FREE
CRANK
CASE
SERVICE

TIRES
REPAIRED

BATTERIES
CHARGED

R. W. MARTIN, Mgr.

To The

c. D. S.

No.6

To Find All Your Friends!

A tricky new
this one shown by IP atricia Lee of
the films as she attended an exclusive club party in Hollywood.
It looks something like a biscuit
roll across her classic forehead, or
one of the old-fashioned corkscrew
curls draped fetchingly across the
brow. But whatever it is, it's
the last word in fetchingness.
Hobbs-he is glvmg Brownie Dodson the glad eye these days ... A
stooge avers that it was an excursion . . . Free-wheeling Vincent
has escorted Mary Belle Jaggers to
the last two dances - when the cat
is away the mice will play .. . Bea
Murphy craves publicity rather
than grades .. . Scibby gave Bea a
baby rattler as a Valentine gift suggestive, to say the least . . . .
Roy Twambly is busier than a country doctor these Ctays . . Bill Chance
has gone on a wild goose chase to
Athens, Tennessee - and a point
or two farther south . . . John Endicott changed his order from a
glass of beer to a glass of milk Mama's orders . . . Catherine Young
has a prearranged courtship at the
B. u. -through her brothers and
sisters .. This must be leap
year," says Rap . . . Wonder why
the sudden spurt of enthusiasm
over ladies? - He'll get over that
lost love at home yet - He admitted that Skippy Kelly could make
him forget easily ... Bill Mel;l.cham
has found a new kind of Dug, says
Herbie Hatfield . . . Martha Robinson has finally taken an interest
in algebra - wonder why?
The town's most famous meanie:
Julian Davis - he sent his sister a
comic Valentine and signed the boy
friend's name . . . Pi Neely's date
proved so distasteful that she went
as far as Lexington to break it . . .

POOL

2~c

Our equipment is modern and in firstclass condition and the price is right . . .
so come in and see us!

Chili-Beef Stew-Short Orders
Sall(hviches, etc.
(Eliz. Stevens is entitled to 2 Free tickets
to the Diamond, Thursday).

We're For You

WIN

~HI c.

K.

Western •••

TOURNAMENT

LEICHHARDT BROS., Mgrl.

Phones 277-180

Opposite Helm Hotel

"Howdye Folks"
This Greeting Comes from the New
Brownbilt Shoe Store - . - 433 Park Row
WE ANNOUNCE
With pride our formal opening on Wednesday,
February 20th, with the latest in early •••

Spring

4-.'S

Foot~ear

Buzz

(Robert McClatchy is entitled to 2 Free Tickets to the Diamond,
Thursday)

Per
Cue

,SIEE
Another Billiard
Champion To
Play Here Soon

MARTIN CAMPBELL'S POOL ROOM
324 Main Street (Rex Pool Room)

Before and after each game of the tournament we
invite you to drop in. You'll like the informal
gaiety of our store and you'll find the rest of the
crowd too!
"Downtown Student Headquarters',

Our New Brownbilts
Are the Types of Shoes

COLLEGE MEN
PREFER

$300 to $500
Brownbilt Shoe Store
433 Park Row

Bob Spiker

\

SHORTHAND STUDENTS >it
>it 'TOPPERS MAKE IT
ENCOURAGED BY DR.
Fights To Kill
15 STRAIGHT WINS
"Monkey
Law"
A
LAST
A
FR
AY
H RM N
ID
(Continued ; ; ; - P""e ODe)
Wednesday' Night Only
On the Stage

"STUDENTS NIGHT"
Wednesday and Thursday

THERE'S ALWAYS
TOMORROW
-withFRANK MORGAN
LOIS WILSON
Frida.y Only

ANY SEAT· •••• 10e
DESIRABLE
-withJEAN MUIR - GEO. BRENT
Sunday and Monday

THE MYSTERIOUS
MR. WONG
-withBELA LUGOSI
WALLACE FORD
ARLINE JUDGE

APITOL

C

THEATRE

Wednesday-One Day Only

GiRl OF THE
LlMBERLOST
with
MARIAN MARSH
RALPH MORGAN

Thursday and Friday

"Boys, get your shorthand," said
President J. L. Harman of the
BowUng Green Business University
at a special meeting last Friday afternoon of all men shorthand students.
Dr. Harman then explained why
and how shorthand is one of the
most valuable assets any young man
can acquire. He demonstrated the
ways in which it can be used as the
entering wedge to any line of business or endeavor, and cited many
examples of successful men who got
their start from shorthand.
Dr. Harman concluded his lecture
with a challenge to the entire assembly of more than a hundred
young men for any ot them to show
him a good male stenographer out
of a job. No one was able to respond.

CORECOS HOLD MEET
LAST WEEK AT B. U.
The Coreca Debating Society held
its regular meeting on Wednesday
night, February 13 at 7:15 o'clock.
There was a good attendance which
gives evidence to the fact that interest is growing in the society.
After the business session an interesting debate was given.
The
question for debate was resolved :
That President Roosevelt's proposed
recovery program will succeed. The
affirmative speakers were Berley
Yates, Joe Cole and Jacob Carrier.
The negative speakers were Harold
Marshall, Emma Harned and Milburn Davidson. The decision was
rendered in favor of the affirmative.
The speakers for the annual debate which will be held sometime
in April will be chosen soon.
It
is a distinct honor to be chosen as
a speaker for this debate.
The three winners of the Coreco
debating team of last year are now
actively engaged in teaching. Harvey Hatcher is principal of the
school
at McEwen, Tennessee;
Frank Cerutti is teachlng the commercial branches in the hlgh school
at Mullens, West Virginia and Rex
Powell is in charge of the Commercial Department of the high school
of Bolivar, Tennessee.

WLW LOSES SUIT TO
RETAIN HIGH POWER
WASHINGTON, Feb. IH~The
District of Columbia Court of Appeals yesterday dissolved a temporary injunction restraining the Federal Communications Commission
from enforcing an order reducing
the power of radio station WLW,
Cincinnati, from 500,000 to 50,000
watts. The commission ordered the
power reduction to prevent Interference with station CFRB at Toronto,
Canada.

SPAN CONSTRUCTION
TIME IS EXTENDED
WASHINGTON, Feb. 19.-{JP}The House has pa.ssed and sent to
the Senate a bill extending the time
of construction of a bridge across
the Ohio river between Owensboro,
Ky., and Rockport, Ind., Construction, which was to have begun next
June 18, was postponed one year as
to swting time, and thre years were
allowed for completing the work.
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Saturday-One Day Only

lege Registrars, by having been
elected to the presidency of the orEDMUND LOWE
ganization.
VICTOR McLAUGHLIN
Mr. Canon is a. member of the
in
Alpha Gamma Chapter of Kappa
Delti Phi Fraternity of the University of Kentucky. He is also a member of the local Kiwanis Club, of
which he has been secretary for
Sun•• Mon. • Tues.
four years, and is a member of the
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
Fortnlghtly Literary ClUb.
In THE
Western's registrar is affiliated
with the Young Men's Christian Association, and is a member of the
board of directors of this organization.
He belongs to the congregation of
the First Christian Church and is
WANTED: Two young men who general superIntendent of the Sunare willing to work soliciting for a
,"ood proposition with good. commlasion. See F. H. Wight, at The
Patronize Our
Sa.mple Shop, 303 Main Street.

UNDER PRESSURE

LITTLE COLONEL

NOTICE STUDENTS
HIGHEST GRADE

PENMANSHIP PAPER
LB. WIT H
C
FOLDER,
BLOTTER

19

FREE

F r e e Lending Library
For All Students • • •
Best Books

AND COLLEGE
STICKER

Come In
And S'ee
Our Pet Monkey!

(Martin Clayton is entitled to 2 free tickets to Diamond, Thurs.)

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL!

Marsha')) Love & Co.
Tenth Street-Opposite Court House

-

traditional rivals.
Murray took the lead only once
in their fruitless thrust against the
local boys, and that occurred early
in the encounter, when Phillips
opened the score with a double
marker. The Murray stands turned
into a bedlam, but their ecstacy
was only short-lived, since the 'Toppers took the situation well in hand
from that point on. The score at
half time was 24 to 7, in Western's
favor.
Brad Mutchler clicked to lead
scorers with 12 points. Hickman
garnered 10, Harry Hardin 9, Reckzeh S, and Meacham 5.
The Hilltoppers played below their
par on February 14 to take a 33-24
decision from Tennessee Poly tech
on the Cookville court.
Brad Mutchler again took the
lion's share of scoring honors with
9 points, but just barely nosed out
Hardin and Reckzeh, each of whom
garnered S. Six of Hardin's points
were the result of foul shots, of
which he missed only one. Each
team had the same number of field
goals, but Western's superior markmanship at the free throw line provided the winning margin.
On Saturday night, the Hilltoppers added number fifteen to their
I list of victories here when they'
turned back Middle Tennessee by
the score of 55 to 29.
Western got under way slowly, a
couple of free throws by Hickman
netting the first points after Reckzeh and Mutchler had missed tried
at field goals. About three minutes elapsed before the Hilltoppers
hit their stride, slowed someWhat,
A youthful crusader, crying "Get and speeded up again, just before
Tennessee off the educa.tional black- Hickman left the game with a bum
list," is daring the wrath of his fun- knee. In the meanwhile, Hickman
damentalist state with his bill for and Reed kept the Murfreesboro
repeal of the anti-evolution law that forwards bottled up, and it was
led to the sensational Scopes trial eight minutes before Middle Tenten years ago. He is Clell Anderson, nessee connected from the court
22, state representa.tive and Vander- with a field goal by Norton.
bilt law school sophomore, shown
Reckzeh, Hardin and Mutchler
studying his bill.
did the major scoring for Western,
Nine
Reckzeh getting 15 points.
day School of the same religious of Reckzeh's points were tallied in
the final half, which saw more consect in Bowling Green.
Mr. Canon makes his home with sistent playing than did the first
his wife (nee Lima Boyd, Mayfield, half. Hardin divided hls points
Kentucky) and loving daughter, equally between the two halves of
Ann Catherine, at 643 Fourteenth the game, while Mutchler split his
eleven points as nearly equally as
street, in Bowling Green.
Mr. Canon's congeniality and possible by tallying six in the first
willingness to assist students with and five in the final half. Reed,
their problems are ever present. He who played his best game of the
is an ideal man for the office he season, chalked up six points.
Saturday night's
victory was
holds, since he does not allow the
dignity associated with his office to Western's fifteenth in S . 1. A. A.
overwhelm his pleasant personality. circles, giving the Hilltoppers two
Mr. Canon's sense of judgment and more than their nearest competitors
fair play eliminate the presence of in point of games won. Second place
reluctance in the student desiring in the number of victories is held
his expert assistance in solving by Murray, which has lost three
scholastic problems. His impartial loop contests, compared to none
decisions in all cases make him for Western. Western also leads the
one of the most popular and most K . I. A. C. with eight victories and
respected members of Western's ad- no defeats.
Lineup of the Middle Tennessee
ministrative force.
game :
;l!i
;l!i Western
Pos
Middle Tenn.
Hardin (14) . . . F . ... (S ) Simmons
l
Reckzeh (15 ) .. F . . . . .. . (2) Ezell
* - - - - - - -- - - - - Mutchler (11) . C ...... (3 ) Aslup
Hickman (4) .. G . . .. (10) Norton
.Continued from Page One)
Reed (6) .. .... G .. . . (3 ) Bennett
Substitutes : Western-Lamar ( 2 ) ,
mandery, K. T . He is also a staunch
Goranflo (2) , Meacham (2) , GarMethodist and a good Democrat.
In addition to being head of the rison, Davis. Middle Tennessee Commercial Department, Mr. Fuqua Mansfield (3) , Coben, Thomas.
also conducts classes in accounting,
salesmanship, law, arithmetic and
economics. He is now taking postGARLIC AND ROSES
graduate work in Western Kentucky State Teachers College.
Continued From l'age One
Few teachers in any institution
have ever held the confidence and
abama
Romeo.
good wishes of his students as has
Mr. Fuqua. He probably has the
After having gone through the
greatest collection of red neckties
of any man in the world. Many of proper procedure required by formhis former students send these to ality, Foy left Annetta standing
"Uncle Billy" when they save their alone, and danced Anne around all
first thousand dollars. This has evening.
become a sort of tradition between
him and each student in his classes.
We are all looking forward to this
It is to be fervently hoped that Mr. eventful week-end with the keenFuqua will be deluged with red est of antiCipation. A busier proneckties in the future.
gram couldn't have been arranged.

To conclude most effectively the
tournament, the official tournament
dance will be held after the final
game. The Red and Grey will be
there, with all they have, and so
will a large number of enthusiastic
basketball dance and basketball

I

B. Univ. Faculty

WHAT?

fans.
A "Sunday Night Luncheon Club"
is in the making. Theresa Whitmer and Helen Dickey made good
their initial gathering at Miss
Dickey's home.

- - YES!

JUST ARRIVED . . . A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THE VERY
LATEST IN . . .

COSTUlUE JEWELRY
Bracelets, Ear Rings, Rings, Clips, Belts ,Bags, etc. . . • AT
POPULAR PRICES!

HARTIG & BINZEL
"Bowling Green's Most Beautiful Jewelry Store"

For That K. I. A. C. Tournament
A Charming
Permanent Wave

SPECIAL!
$

3 ?om~te

with Shampoo, Cut and Set

It Will }Inke You Your

Mo~t

('harming Self!

Free • ..
A "Clean - Up Facial"
with each shampoo and
finger wave . . . on
Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday of next
week!

of Theo ."Bender will be in our
shoppe next week to advise you on
YOUl' particular skIn problem; without obligation!

Irene Beauty Shoppe
937 State Street

THE

Phone 1336

STUFF'S

HERE MEN ....
And They Are Only Three Bucks!

s

Widths AA to D

*I

(Clyde Young is
entitled to t wo
free tickets to the
Diamond Thurs.)
Narrow toes,
medium toes or
regulars. Tan calf
black calf, Grey and
white bUCk.

COME

IN

Snap Up a Pair and Pocket the Difference!

MERIT SHOE CO. ~
Incorporated

w.t•

.ue .....

